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The Big Picture: Muscular System 

The muscles are by far the coolest things about the human body. Everyone would love to have 

nicely toned muscles. Most guys would like to have a build that included chiseled, muscular pectorals and 

big bulging biceps and most women would like to have upper arms that do not flap like party streamers
1
 

in a brisk wind. The women are likely to take action, while most guys only dream about attaining their 

ideal physique while watching Two and a Half Men reruns and drinking a six pack of Bud Lite
2
 to wash 

down an entire Domino’s pizza
3
 and a can of Pringles Loaded Baked Potato snacks

4
.   

Muscles are the most customizable of all the body systems. There are about 640 muscles in the 

human body. Maybe more, but experts are in disagreement about what exactly constitutes a muscle. How 

am I supposed to learn when the experts cannot seem to agree? The obvious answer is that I cannot, but 

nevertheless, I will attempt to discuss each and every one of these muscles in explicit detail, unless I risk 

exceeding my current 6-page standard. 

Muscles are located beneath our skin so dirt and grease does not collect in the striations and make 

us itch. In the United States, muscles are generally covered with slabs of fat, so the only way we can learn 

about what muscles look like is in Human Biology class using pictures from books and plastic models 

                                                           
1
 I borrowed this simile from my own short story entitled Physically Fit, which can be found at 

http://www.ricktheriault.net/1999/03/27/physically-fit/. I honestly could not think of a better description for the 
flapping of the upper arms, and I had to cannibalize one of my own stories. 
2
 Yuck. This is the most popular beer in America yet is the beer connoisseur’s equivalent of drinking toilet water. 

Popular with the NASCAR crowd. (Bud Lite, not toilet water.) 
3
 The new Domino’s Pizza recipe is intriguing because they changed the entire recipe and somehow made the 

previously bland pizza just as bland, but in a different way. As always, your local pizzeria should be able to easily 
produce a better-tasting pizza with little effort. 
4
 The Restaurant Cravers Cheeseburger and Family Faves Taco Night flavors were just recalled about a month ago 

due to the chance of salmonella poisoning. Technically, the salmonella probably has more health benefits that the 
Pringles snacks. 

http://www.ricktheriault.net/1999/03/27/physically-fit/
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that should never be left on heaters or they will melt
5
. What do muscles actually do? Who knows? But I 

think it depends on what type of muscle that we are discussing. 

There are three unique types of muscle in the human body – smooth muscle, cardiac muscle and 

skeletal muscle. Smooth muscle is located in the walls of internal organs and blood vessels and is referred 

to as involuntary. Smooth muscle is found in your digestive system, blood vessels, bladder, airways and, 

in a female, the uterus. Smooth muscle has the ability to stretch and maintain tension for long periods of 

time – like when you drank that Big Gulp and then got on the highway just as traffic came to an 

immediate and complete standstill
6
 and your bladder expanded to the size of a casaba melon.

7
  

Smooth muscle also contracts involuntarily, meaning that you do not have to think about 

contracting it because your nervous system controls it automatically. For example, your stomach and 

intestines do their muscular thing all day long, and for the most part, you never know what's going on in 

there. It is a good thing too, because some of what the body does on the inside is completely revolting.  

Cardiac muscle is located in the heart – and only in your heart – and its big features are 

consistency, endurance and intercalated disks. The intercalated discs allow the heart muscles to 

communicate to each other so that they react together. Cardiac muscle can stretch in a limited way, like 

smooth muscle, and contract with the force of a skeletal muscle.  Cardiac muscle contracts involuntarily, 

although we can speed it up or slow it down to a limited degree using relaxation methods, illegal drugs, 

roller coasters and defibrillator paddles. We touched on cardiac muscle in the cardiovascular system 

though, so why rehash it now? 

Skeletal muscle provides support for the body. Without these muscles, the skeleton would simply 

fall to the ground in a heap of bones which would be humiliating. Muscles also move our bodies. They 

                                                           
5
 This may sound like common sense, but guess what actually happened in room E352?  

6
 This traffic jam was caused by a single person who slowed down because he had a sudden but fleeting interest in 

an old sneaker balancing on the guardrail. I am certain that they were also texting their friends about this exciting 
spectacle and taking pictures of it with their cell phone cameras to post on their blog so they can Twitter about it 
before writing about it on their webpage, which also includes a discussion forum. 
7
 I was going to use a kumquat for the bladder reference, simply due to its hysterical name, but its size was not big 

enough to achieve the desired effect. Watermelons are big, but too commonplace – and is not an especially 
humorous name. I settled on a casaba melon because it is kind of funny. I do not recommend a Google search for 
“large melons” by the way, as the results are not particularly fruit-related, but certainly Human Biology related.  
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are joined to bones by tendons. Tendons are bands of tough, elastic fibrous tissue that connects a muscle 

with bones, and are those rubbery things that you bite into when you are eating a steak at a nice restaurant 

with your in-laws. Although your first impulse is to spit it across the room and scramble for your glass of 

Veuve Clicquot Ponsardin, you know that is not an option. You try to decide whether to quietly hawk it 

into your napkin
8
, or to grin and bear it and chew it into small enough pieces where you can force 

yourself to swallow it while trying to keep the look of revulsion and utter disgust off your face
9
.  

We will be discussing the skeletal muscles for the majority of this paper, except when I go off on 

a tangent and stray way off topic. Skeletal muscle is the type of muscle that we can see and feel. When a 

body builder works out to increase muscle mass, skeletal muscle is what is being exercised. Most muscles 

work together in pairs. One muscle pulls, or contracts, while the other muscle relaxes
10

. When you really 

think about that sentence, it sounds as if the muscles are working against each other, but they do not try to 

do this at the same time or your would be jerking around like a marionette operated by an someone having 

violent spasms.  

For example, when you bend your arm, the biceps muscles pull and the triceps muscles relax. 

When you straighten your arm, the biceps muscles relax and the triceps muscles pull. Muscles can only 

shorten and pull. And they can relax. (Sometimes while they are relaxing, they may take your last beer, 

but you should be lenient with them as they can make your life miserable.) Even when you push 

something, it is a result of muscles pulling. That does not make sense, but we are talking about the 

muscles, which are not exactly known for their mental prowess and logical attributes. Skeletal muscles 

are the henpecked muscles of the body and only do what they are told, but there are exceptions. 

Skeletal muscles usually contract voluntarily, meaning that you think about contracting them and 

your nervous system tells them to do so. Sometimes though, skeletal muscles contract whenever they feel 

                                                           
8
 or your sister-in-law’s… 

9
You will not be able to. Inevitably, you will then bite into another piece of meat and get a vein caught between 

your front teeth, where it will dangle like a worm on a hook. 
10

 To be fair, we were shown an extremely complicated photo that explained muscle movement. Professor Evans 
even drew a picture on the dry-erase board (that looked suspiciously like a hand), to explain how muscles contract. 
There was a lot of muttering going on though and much of the class seemed to get that glazed look in their eyes, 
like a dog will get when you try to explain to it why a Premium on Bond Payable is a contra asset. 
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like it – and you jerk and twitch as if you grabbed a 440-volt electrical line
11

. Next time you are at a 

gathering that requires dancing, observe the males moving around the dance floor with spastic maneuvers 

to better visualize this complete lack of muscle control. Or how about the time that you fell asleep sitting 

on the couch holding a full glass of cabernet sauvignon, and just as you were dozing, you experienced an 

involuntary twitch that resulted in red wine being broadcast up the wall on the opposite side of the room 

and a very indignant look from a wet cat
12

?  

 In contrast to the muscles doing whatever they feel like, you have muscles that can be real imps 

from time to time, and not do what they are supposed to at any particular moment. For example, you are 

sitting in church during the especially quiet part of the wedding ceremony where the bride and groom 

ready themselves to exchange vows that they personally wrote
13

. Just when you need it the most – when 

you expect this muscle to do what it has been doing just fine all of your life – your sphincter muscle
14

 

slacks off, and you involuntarily let loose with a horrifyingly obvious blast of flatulence that has the altar 

boys fleeing for the vestibule, and nuns running around haphazardly and knocking over the votive candle 

stands. This natural act is aurally enhanced because you are sitting on a hard wooden pew
15

 in a building 

designed to amplify sounds – which playfully resonate like the echoes of a Dizzie Gillespie trumpet solo 

– for about forty-five seconds, before softly fading. In another circumstance, this would have been a 

noteworthy achievement. 

                                                           
11

 It is not the volts that kill you, but the amperage. It only takes 100mA to stop a human heart. A U.S. Navy safety 
publication described the fate of a sailor playing with a multimeter in an unauthorized manner, but not in a sexual 
way at all, you pervert.  He was curious about the resistance level of the human body. He had a Simpson 260 
multimeter, a small unit powered by a 9-volt battery. Seriously – a 9-volt battery. The sailor took a probe in each 
hand to measure his bodily resistance from thumb to thumb, but the probes had sharp tips, and he pressed his 
thumbs hard enough against the probes to break the skin. Once the salty conducting fluid (known to us Human 
Biology Geeks as blood) was available, the current from the multimeter travelled right across the sailor's heart, 
disrupting the electrical regulation of his heartbeat. Unfortunately, he died before he could record his ohms. 
12

 It is a well-documented fact that most cats prefer white wine. Speaking of cats, here is a fun muscle fact: A cat 
has 32 muscles in each ear. So what – who cares, right? Well, cats are probably the most muscular animals in 
relation to their size. Although cats appear cute and cuddly, if you were to take a random cat and perform a 
vivisection on it, you would find that they consist of nothing but muscle and massive, insanely sharp 
protuberances, such as teeth and claws that are present solely to injure you when you try to pet it. 
13

 Don’t you hate that? They are always too sappy and you know that odds are that they will be divorced in less 
than two years – so who do they think that are kidding? 
14

 I believe the sphincter to be smooth muscle, not skeletal - but there is no way I will ask this in class. 
15

 This is exactly why we call the bench seating at a church the pews.  
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Muscles are often named due to their size, shape, location, direction of muscle fibers, attachment 

point, number of attachments or the action in which they are involved. For example, the gluteus maximus 

is literally Latin for “big buttocks.” The rectus abdominus indicates that despite its name, has nothing to 

do with the rectum, but that it was derived from the Latin word rectus, which means straight. The shape is 

another consideration for naming a muscle. The deltoid is shaped like the fourth letter of the Greek 

alphabet, Delta
16

, which looks exactly like a triangle, and the trapezius is shaped like a trapeze. 

It is the same with meat that you buy at the butcher shop as many steaks are named after the 

location where they are cut from, such as rump roast, shoulder steak and flank steak. Oh, and prime rib 

does not refer to the quality of the cut, but that it is cut from the primal area of the animal.
17

 I learned this 

when I was an apprentice meat cutter for Cerretani’s Supermarket back in the very early 1980’s. A 

woman rang the service bell to return some prime rib steaks. When I asked her the reason she was 

returning the steaks, she looked me straight in the eye and said that they had too much muscle in them. I 

responded, “Isn’t that the entire point, since meat is muscle
18

?” 

Skeletal muscles, such as those in your arms and legs, only work when you think about making 

them work, which is probably not very often, you couch potato, you. For example, when you want to lift 

something or go for a run, your brain sends and receives signals through your nervous system to make the 

muscles work. The muscles instantly reply by dumping their supply of ATP and smugly remaining 

immobile except for the finger muscles working the TiVo and the eyelid muscles. These muscles are 

called the voluntary muscles since they volunteer to work at their convenience. So the amount of work 

they do will depend on how active you are. If the only exercise that you get is experiencing myoclonic 

jerks from time to time, you may want to revisit your exercise plan. 

Seriously though, it would be impossible for you to do anything without your muscles. 

Absolutely everything that you conceive of with your brain is expressed as muscular motion. Even 

                                                           
16

 John Belushi belonged to fraternity Delta Tau Chi in Animal House. 
17

 Prime rib reflects the fact that it constitutes the majority of the primal cut. The primal cut consists of ribs 6 
through 12 as well as a portion of the backbone, and accounts for approximately 10% of the carcass weight.  
18

 That comment was overheard by my manager, Bob Moylan who decided it would be a good idea to have one of 
our “special talks.” Bob always referred to me as his right-hand man – then quickly added that he was lefty. 
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cramping and explosive diarrhea is caused by muscular movement. The only way for you to express any 

idea is with the muscles of your larynx, mouth and tongue (spoken words), with the muscles of your 

fingers (written words, sign language or “flipping off” other drivers in traffic). 

Skeletal muscles help maintain a constant body temperature. This is done through a process 

called homeostasis. The hypothalamus acts as the body’s thermostat
19

, by detecting fluctuations in 

temperature. If you poke the straightened end of a wire coat hanger into either of your eye sockets, you 

can actually set the thermostat in the hypothalamus. This is a cost-saving Human Biology tip that will 

save you hundreds in heating and cooling bills. The more you use your muscles, the warmer you get. For 

example, many excellent athletes over-train their bodies, which results in spontaneous human combustion 

and can ruin your drapes. So use common sense when exercising – and stay away from the drapes. 

Skeletal muscles assist in keeping blood moving through veins and the lymphatic system. The 

intramuscular pressure exerted on the veins by the surrounding muscle pushes blood through the valves of 

the veins, returning it to the heart. If this did not happen, all of our blood would pool in our legs making 

us light-headed and irritable. We would fall down a lot too, as our brain needs blood for something or 

other. We really do not understand the brain yet as it is the next chapter. 

But if we were falling down a lot because all of the blood pooled in our legs, skeletal muscles 

also protect internal organs. Excellent examples of muscles that protect are the core muscles. These 

consist of muscles that are fabled to be in the abdomen, although I have never had any indication that they 

exist on my actual body.   

I should also state that the main muscles are the trapezius, the latissimus dorsi, the triceps brachii, 

the deltoid, the pectorals, the biceps brachii, the triceps brachii, the serratus, the rectus abdominus, the 

external oblique, the quadriceps, the sartorius, the biceps femoris, the gastrocnemius and of course the 

gluteus maximus. Other muscles include the trapazoid, the love handle, the badonkadonk, the central 

digitorum, the sphincter, the sagittarius, and the gastropod.  

                                                           
19

 Foreshadowing the next (and last) body system that we have to write about, the Nervous System. 


